by Gary Dawson

Long Exposure Photography?
Long-exposure, time-exposure, or slow-shutter
photography involves using a long-duration shutter
speed to sharply capture the stationary elements of
images while blurring, smearing, or obscuring the
moving elements.
Long-exposure photography captures one element
that conventional photography does not: an
extended period of time.

Long Exposure Photography?
So to put it in context, a standard “sharp”
photograph (ignoring foreground and/or
background blurring due to depth of field) is a
snapshot in time.
Thus we are wanting to creatively make our
long exposure photo to record the passage of
time, where our view of the world was longer
than our frozen snapshot.

How L..o….n…...g is Long?!?
Well, it depends!
The long exposure effect is based on the moving
elements that we are seeking to incorporate into
our shot.
Given that our camera will be stationary, ie not
panning, our shutter will have to be open long
enough for the moving elements in our scene to
have actually moved.
The extent of movement will be our creative choice.

How L..o….n…...g is Long?!?
At what speed do things move in our world?
• Water can flow slow or fast in different parts of a stream
• A waterfall falls with gravity = pretty fast
• People and animals can stroll or walk or run
• Cars/trains/aircraft can move very fast
• Clouds may drift slowly across the sky, or scud past swiftly
• Birds can fly reasonably fast
• Grass and tree branches or leaves are blown by the wind
• Stars and star trails require quite specialised techniques
• A 4+ minute exposure of a crowded street may result in
almost no pedestrians or cars being visible at all

Let’s look at some examples
I will show you some examples from my own
long exposure photography.
All of these were conscious examples where I
have used the conditions of the shot (time of
day, available light, extent of motion), and then
incorporated different techniques and
equipment to achieve the result.
Take note of the exposure times.

10.0 sec at f / 22, 20 mm

Achieving a longer exposure
What determines exposure?
• Shutter Speed
• Aperture
• ISO (let’s ignore ISO just for now)
• and importantly, the Available Light within the
scene itself

Achieving a longer exposure
So, how can we make the shutter stay open for longer than a
correct, “standard” exposure and still achieve the right
exposure?
Assuming we are operating at the camera’s base ISO (say 100
or 200), then once we slow down the Shutter, we must also
limit the amount of light hitting the sensor.
We can achieve this by either:
• closing down the Aperture (subject to the aesthetic and
technical f/stop requirements of the shot), and/or
• further reducing the overall quantity of Available Light
coming through the lens by using special filters.

Neutral Density Filters
Neutral density filters are made of dark glass or
resin and allow the photographer to reduce the
amount of light reaching the sensor, and hence
lengthen the shutter speed (in order to achieve an
effect that is not reproducible in post processing
alone). The effect on shutter speed will depend
upon how dark the filter is.
The degree of “light reduction” is often referred to
as the “stops of light” that the filter blocks.

Neutral Density Filters

Neutral Density filters typically screw onto a lens, or require a filter
holder attached to the front of the lens.
Note: Some ND filters produce a colour cast that changes the white
balance. This can be corrected in post-production if shooting in RAW.

Considerations when using ND Filters
Screw on ND Filters
• Screw on filters have to match the diameter of the
threaded section on the front of your lens, so if you
have lenses of different diameters it is best to buy ND
filters for the largest diameter and then buy cheaper
step-up filter adaptors to fit with your other lenses.
• You will be constantly screwing them on and off for
each new shot. You must take care not to drop them!
• Stacking them may result in vignetting on your shot.
• They can be easily combined with a standard polariser.

Considerations when using ND Filters
Flat plate ND Filters
• Flat plate ND filters need a special holder to fit over
your lens, and an adapter plate to match the screw
thread diameter of your lens.
• Filter holders and the ND filters can be very expensive.
• You do not need to remove the filter holder to review
standard exposures between shots, just slide the ND up.
• Filters can be stacked (and you can use Graduated NDs).
• Most filter holders can incorporate a special circular
polariser filter as well – these are quite expensive too!

Adjusting exposure example #1
Say we wanted to incorporate a waterfall in an open
forest, using 1/2 sec exposure, on a relatively bright day:
Our standard exposure was ISO 100, f/8, 1/60 sec
shutter
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We can close down the aperture to f/22 but are still 2
stops short of our target. We could put on a Polariser for
2 more stops (a good idea anyway to reduce glare from
water and vegetation) to get down to our desired 1/2 sec.
But, are we happy to use f/22?

Adjusting exposure example #1
Say we wanted to incorporate a “silky” waterfall in an open
forest, using 1/2 sec exposure, on a relatively bright day:
Our standard exposure was ISO 100, f/8, 1/60 sec
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Take 2: We need to make up 5 stops, so we could use a 5 stop
Neutral Density (ND) filter retaining the original f/8 aperture
setting.
Take 3: Or how about a 3 stop ND + a polariser?

Adjusting exposure example #2
Say we wanted to incorporate movement in clouds
floating across a blue sky, and needed 30 sec shutter
speed in the middle of the day:
Our standard exposure was ISO 100, f/8, 1/125 sec
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We are now 12 stops short of our target. What to do?
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Adjusting exposure example #2
Our standard exposure was ISO 100, f/8, 1/125 sec. We
are now 12 stops short of our target! Arrgh!!!
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We could:
1. use a 10 stop Neutral Density filter, and stop down to
f/16 to achieve an equivalent long exposure of 30
seconds, or
2. stack 2 x 6 stop ND filters staying at f/8.

Let’s watch Gavin Hoey in action
“Shoot Daytime Long Exposures With a 10 Stop ND”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZBcWygxUs4

Other gear needed for long exposures
• A sturdy tripod; Hint: Take off the camera strap if windy.
• A remote shutter release
– Very useful for DSLRs with maximum shutter speed of 30
seconds, as anything longer needs Bulb mode
– I often find this optional, and these days prefer to use my 2
(or 10) second timer, as my Fujifilm X-T2 has a maximum 15
minute dial-in shutter speed available 

• Hint: Most DSLR users will need to cover the camera
eyepiece when shooting long exposures to prevent light
leakage into the camera via the viewfinder. Mirrorless
cameras do not usually suffer light leakage.

Other gear needed for long exposures
• A smartphone Exposure Calculator can be very
helpful in the early stages of practice, eg.
– Exposure Calculator by Quicosoft (Android only)
– NiSi Filters Australia by appslab.com.au
– LEE Stopper Exposure Guide by Lee Filters

• Various Exposure Calculators can also be found on
the internet
– I like one on www.scantips.com that can compare two
exposures with and without ND filters

My Long Exposure Workflow
1. Think about the scene, and roughly estimate the long
exposure time for the motion blur effect I need.
2. Lock camera onto tripod. Make sure you have turned off
image stabilization on the lens and/or camera.
3. Compose the shot and focus. Lock focus or switch to manual
focus mode.
4. Get a “standard exposure” using my preferred aperture, and
optionally take a test shot just to double check exposure and
composition.
5. If not already in manual mode, change to manual and dial in
the f/stop and shutter speed for my “standard exposure”.

My Long Exposure Workflow
6. Screw on my chosen ND filter(s) and/or Polariser if required.
7. Dial back the number of shutter dial “clicks” for the ND stops
required, eg 5 stops = 15 clicks based on my camera’s 1/3
stop increments (optionally use an exposure calculator to
work out the long exposure shutter speed you have to set).
8. Set the self timer to 2 sec if not already done.
9. Press the shutter and wait… Sometimes if incorporating
clouds or other specific action elements, you may have to
wait for the right moment before pressing the shutter.
10. Review the image for effect, and especially review the
exposure histogram, adjusting the exposure time (or f/stop if
viable) if another shot is required - as is often the case!

Stars and Star Trails – How Long?
• The stars are always “moving” across the sky due to the
Earth’s rotation.
• To give the appearance of a spot of light use the 500 Rule,
ie. 500 Divided By the Focal Length of Your Lens = the
Longest Exposure (in seconds) Before Stars Start to “Trail”

– For example; let’s say you’re taking a shot with a 24mm lens on a
full frame camera, then 500 / 24 = 21 seconds, which you can
round to 20 seconds.
– Start with an exposure around f/4.5, ISO3200, 20 seconds

• Good looking star trails will need many minutes of exposure
to form, and may require multiple long exposures so they
can be stacked into even longer trails using Photoshop.

Have fun…

